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Abstract
This paper uses contingent claims analysis to assess the credit risk of the Colombian banking sector. Moody's- KMV estimates
of exp ected default frequencies (EDFs) based on market data are used to m easure likelihood of default for a sa mple of five
ba nks. This indicator has severa/ adva ntages over tradition al ba lance sheet measures of bank vu lnerabilities, notably by incorp orating market participa nts' forward- looking, col/ective vie w of banks ' risk, as we /1 as the effects of market vo latility on
the bank 's risk of default. Th e paper assesses th e effects of key macroeconomic and financia / va riables on EDFs for Colombian banks for which Moody 's-KMV EDFs are available. Step-wise regressions for both individual banks and the aggregate
system are estimated, as we/1 as p anel regression for the poo /ed data for individual banks. Consistent with the heterogeneity
of ba nks included in the sa mple, step-wise regression results differ significa ntly across banks, altho ugh they general/y show
the vuln erability of banks to changes in key economic activity variables and financia / market conditions. Cranger ca usa lity
tests show that EDFs are a lea ding indicator of non -p erforming loa ns.
Resumen

Este documento utiliza el análisis de créditos contingentes para evaluar el riesgo de crédito del sector banca rio de Colombia. Las estimaciones de frecuencias de suspensión de pago esperadas (FQE) rea liza das por M oody's-KMV miden la proba bilidad de riesgo de quiebra para una muestra de cinco bancos. Este indicador tiene va rias ventajas en comparación con
los tradicionales obtenidos de los balances de los bancos, en p articular mediante la incorporación de expectativas de los
pa rticipa ntes en el mercado, una visión colectiva de los riesgos de los bancos y los efectos de la vo latilidad de los merca dos
en los pagos de los bancos. El documento eva lúa los principales efectos de las variables macroeconómicas y financieras
sobre las FQE p ara los bancos colombianos en las que están estimadas por Moody's-KMV. Se estiman regresiones por
etapas p ara ca da banco y a nivel agregado así como una regresión de datos p anel para los datos individuales (a nivel de
banco). Los resultados de las regresiones por etapas difieren entre bancos debido a la presencia de heterogeneidad entre
los mismos, aunque todos presentan vu lnerabilidad a los ca mbios en las variab les de la actividad económica y fin ancieras.
Las pruebas de ca usa lidad de Cranger indica n que las FQE son un indica dor que antecede el comportam iento de la ca lidad
de la ca rtera.
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A. INTRODUCTION

The effects on macroeconomic and financia!
shocks on the banking system are of great
interest to policymakers. Given the important
linkages between the real and the financia!
sectors, particularly during volatile periods, a
quantification of these effects may prove usefui to anticipate potential changes in the leve!
of risk faced by financia! institutions. An option
for estimating such effects is a modeling framework of banking system risk, combined with
econometric models incorporating relevant
macroeconomic and financia! sector variables.

This paper uses contingent claims analysis
(ceA) to assess risks to the Colombian banking sector. The cCA approach is based on the
estimation of the default probability by an entity on its obligations, and is widely used by
rating agencies to assess creditworthiness in
the corporate sector. The paper builds on recent work using the CCA methodology undertaken in other Latin American countries (e.g.,
Gray and Walsh, 2008; Souto, 2008). lt uses
Moody's-KMV estimates of expected default
frequencies (EDFS) for Colombian banks, which
are constructed with market-based data1 . The
advantage of this indicator is that it incorporates a forward-looking, collective view of risk
by market participants. Such a forward-looking
element cannot be captured by traditional balance sheet measures of bank vulnerabilities. In
addition, EDFS directly incorporate the effects of
volatility on risk, and thus better capture the
nonlinearities that are particularly important
during periods of distress.

1

The paper estimates the effects of changes in selected macroeconomic and financia! variables on default probabilities for a
sample of Colombian banks. The sample ineludes five banks for which market-based default probabilities are available. These account
for over one-half of the Colombian banking
sector. The paper estimates step-wise regressions for both individual banks and the aggregate system, as well as panel regression for the
pooled data for individual banks. Reflecting
the heterogeneity of the financia! institutions
included in the sample, results from step-wise
regressions differ significantly across banks, although they generally show the vulnerability
of banks to changes in key economic activity
variables and financia! market conditions. The
paper also tests for Granger causality between
default probabilities and a traditional indicator of bank credit vulnerability (the ratio of
non-performing loans to totalloans-NPL ratio)
for the banking sector as a whole. The results
show that EDFS are a leading indicator of NPL
ratios.

Our findings are comparable to those from
similar studies undertaken for other emerging markets in Latin America. Using market
data, Gray and Walsh (2008, on Chile), and
Souto, Tabak, and Vazquez (2008, on Brazil)
find that bank soundness is significantly related
to macro-financia! variables, whil e also finding evidence of heterogeneity between banks.
Blavy and Souto (2008, on Mexico) using risk
indicators estimated with book value data for
the Mexican banking sector find equally consistent results. In a similar vein, Souto (2007) finds

Other CCA-based indi cators of ri sk includ e dista nce-to-distress and ex pected losses given a default. Gray and Walsh (2007) presents
a bri ef description of these indi cators and estim ates for the Chilean banking system.
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that ccA indicators capture well the episodes of

the value of assets and debt. Thus, the equity

bank stress in Uruguay.

of the firm can be seen as a cal! option on the
residual value of the firm's assets. This frame-

The paper is organized as follows. Section B
presents a brief description of the cCA methodology. Section C provides sorne background

work enables a rich characterization of a firm's

on the Colombian banking system. Section D
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E presents sorne concluding re-
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B. THE CCA FRAMEWORK
The cCA offers sorne distinct advantages over
other approaches to vulnerability analysis 2 •
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and combines it with current and forwardlooking financia! market prices to compute
risk-adjusted, marked-to-market balance sheets
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Source : Author estimates.

(i.e. asset values). Using financia! market price

itself from other vulnerability analysis in that it

With information on the market value and volatility of equity and the value of debt, it is possible to estimate the implied value for assets
and volatility through the Black and Scholes
option formula. Firms are assumed to default

incorporates market volatility when estimating

whenever the value of assets fall below a given

credit risk. Volatility is crucial in capturing non-

"distress" barrier. lt is then possible to estímate a

information to derive forward-looking risk-adjusted balance sheets is a significant advantage
compared toan analysis based on past balance
sheet information . Second, the ccA distinguishes

linear changes in ri sk, especially during times of

set of credit risk indicators, including distance-to-

stress, when small shocks can gain momentum

distress, default probability, credit spread, and

and trigger systemic repercussions.

expected losses in the event of default.

Under the cCA model, a firm's equity can be
viewed as a (junior) contingent claim on the
residual value of its assets. In the event of de-

At the same time, the cCA is only a tool to
help understand credit risk, and certain caveats need to be kept in mind. First, as with

fault, all the firm's assets are used to pay the se-

any model that uses market information, the

nior stakeholders (e .g. debt holders); otherwise

quality of the output of the ccA depends on

equity holders receive the difference between

how well market information reflects changes

2

See Capen, Gray, Lim and Xiao (2 004 ) for a more in-depth discussion of the advantages and disadvantages of the CCA approach.
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in fundamentals. lf markets are imperfect, or
react excessively to changes in fundamentals,
the ccA indicators may overstate risk. lt should
also be noted that the ccA's capacity to capture
off-balance sheet ri sks is also imperfect, as it
depends on how well these are incorporated
into equity prices.

Graph 2. CREDIT TO THE PRIVATE SECTOR,
2000-08 (in percent of gdp)
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C. SOME BACKGROUND ON THE COLOMBIAN RANKING SYSTEM
Financia! intermediation in Colombia has
grown considerably in recent years and compares well with regional levels. The recovery
from the crisis of the late 1990s and strong economic growth have contributed to a sizeable
expansion of financia! intermediation during
the current decade. As of mid-2008, credit to
the private sector was equivalent to 33 percent
of GDP, over 1O percentage points up from the
beginning of the decade, and slightly above
the average for the largest economies in the
region. Credit growth in Colombia was very
strong in 2005-07 but decelerated significantly
over the last year, following substantial monetary tightening by the Banco de la República
aimed at co ntaining inflationary pressures and
protecting financia! sector stabilityJ. Consumer
credit expanded particularly fast, and currently
accounts for slightly under 30 percent of total
credit to the private sector.
The Colombian banking system exhibits
somewhat high levels of concentration. The
system is made up of 1 7 institutions, all but one
privately-owned. In mid-2008, the 5 largest
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Source : IMF.

banks accounted for about 70 percent of the
system's total assets and liabilities. Thi s level of
concentration is comparable to th at in other
large Latin American countries.
Foreign presence in the sector is relatively
modest. As of mid-2008, subsidiaries of foreign
banks accounted for slightly over 20 percent of
the system's total assets and liabilities. While
featuring a rising trend over the last few years,
this level of foreign participation is significantly
smaller than the average for the region, which
currently exceeds 30 percent.
Financia! soundness indicators for the banking system are solid. Th e ratio of non-performing loans (NPLS) to totalloans has risen over
the last couple of years- especially for consumer credit- but remains low at about 4 percent,
and NPLS are well provisioned 4 . The system is
well capitalized, with risk-adjusted capital ad-

The Ban co de la Repúbli ca raised its policy rate by 400 basis points, to 1O perce nt, between Ap ril 2006 and jul y 2008 . lt also increased margin al reserve requiremen ts in M ay 2007, although these were lowered in late 2008 as a preventive meas ure to ensure adequate
leve ls of liquidity in th e system.
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Graph 3. NON-PERFORMING LOANS
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D. THE MODELS
Separate models are estimated for individual
banks and the banking system as a whole.
Table 1 presents th e va ri ables incl uded in th e
m od els, alo ng w ith t heir expected signs and
o ~~Tn~Tn~~~~~~~~~~~~

the ir data so urces. Th e dependent va ri abl es
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as estim at ed by M oody' s-KMv; and th e bank-
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On the bank-specific channel, credit risk
from borrowers plays the central role. As th e
credit quality of banks' lendi ng portfolios de-
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teriorates, t here sho uld be a negative im pact
o n th eir EDFS. W e proxy the quality of t he loa n
po rtfo lio by th e NPL ratio. A nothe r im porta nt

equacy we ll above minimum require m ents (9

va riabl e is bank cred it growth, m easured as t he

perce nt) fo r m ost banks. D espite t he recent rise

quarter-o n-q uarte r perce ntage change in indi-

in NPL ratios, ind icato rs of profitability have re-

vidu al ba nks' to tal lend in g. Th e expected sign

m ain ed stro ng, wit h returns o n assets hovering

of thi s va ri abl e is not cl ear. O n t he o ne hand, a

aro und 2% p erce nt ove r t he last yea r. Liquidity

m o re aggressive bank lend ing strategy co uld be

levels appear adequate, w ith short -te rm assets

associated w ith low e r lend in g standard s, lead-

exceeding sho rt-term liabiliti es by a co mfo rt-

ing hi gher NPLS and EDFS. H o w eve r, t he sa m e

able m argin . With the pace of econo mic activ-

strategy co uld also lead , at least init ially, to an

ity deceleratin g rapidl y f ro m t he hi gh levels of

increase in net inco m e, lowering EDFS .

The data referred to in th is paragraph are for September 2008.
GDP growth decl ined from an average of 7'/4 percent in 2006-07 to about 4 percent in the first half of 2008 . lt is expected to decelerate furth er in 2009, against the backdrop of weaker global growth and less buoyant domestic demand conditions.
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The systemic variables are defined, and are
related to EDFS, in a very similar way. The variable System NPL is estimated as the weighted
average (by banks' total assets) of individual
banks' NPL ratios. lts sign is as in the specific-

bank channel. A variable on credit growth for
the banking system is also included. Again, for
the reasons discussed above, the sign of this
variable is not clear.

Table 1. MODEL VARIABLES- DEFINITION, EXEPCTED SIGNS ANO DATA SOURCES
Variable

Definition

Expected signs

Data sources

Bank KMV EDF

Individua l bank expected default frequency, as
estimated by Moody's-KMV.

Moody's-KMV Database

System KMV EDF

Aggregated expected default frequency
estimated as a weighted average (by banks' total
assets), using the individual banks EDF.

Moody's-KMV Database and
authors' esti mation

Bank Cred it Growth

Percentage growth rate from quarter to quarter
on individual banks tota l loa ns.

Bank NPL

Non-performing loans divided by total loans
(which include both performing and non performing loans).

System Credit Growth

Percentage growth rate from quarter to quarter
on the banks aggregated tota l loa ns.

System NPL

Aggregated banks NPL.

IGBC

Colombian broad equ ity market index.

FX Rate

Colombia Peso/US Dollar exchange rate.

Domestic lnterest Rate

lnterest rate of 90 day certificare of deposit for
banks and financia! corporations.

CPI lnflation

y-o-y inflation rate.

+

DANE

Unemployment Rate

Quarterly unemployment rate for Colombi a.

+

DANE

Real GDP Growth

y-o-y percentage change in the rea l domestic
GDP.

EMBI Spread

The J.P. Morgan Emerging Markets Bond lndex
(EMBI). lt is a total return index that tracks the
traded market for U.S. dollar denominated
Brady and other similar sovereign restructured
bonds.

+

Bloomberg

VIX

Ch icago Board options exchange volatility index.

+

Bloomberg

S&P 500

US broad equity market index.

+

Bloomberg

Commod ities Price

lnd ex for fuel and non-fuel products.

US Federal Rate

US interest rate at which depository in stitutions
lend balances at the Federal Reserve to other
depository institutions overnight.

Source: Authors' elaboration .
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+

+

or-

Superfinanciera

+

Superfinanciera

or-

Superfinanciera and authors'
estimation

+

Superfinanciera and authors'
estimati on
DataStream

+

Bloomberg
Banco de La Republica

DANE

lnternational Financia! Statistics

+

Federal Reserve

Domestic macrofinancial factors come from
a number of sources, with different impacts
on banks' EDFS. The IGBC is the broad index for

economic environment, which would lead to
lower EDFS.

the Colombian equity market. In the model ,
decreases in IGBC would be associated with a
deterioration in banks' equity, relative to other
more senior claims, and thereby with higher
banks' EDFS. A depreciation (decrease) of the
exchange rate would imply higher bank exposure to foreign currency, which in the model is
expected to lead to an increase in banks' EDFS.
lncreases in the domestic interest rate are expected to lead to an appreciation of the exchange rate, and an improvement in banks'
EDFS. Higher domestic inflation and unemployment , as well as lower GDP growth, would be
linked toa deterioration of the macroeconomic environment, whi ch would increase the rate
of loans in arrears and banks' EDFS.

E. IMPLEMENTING THE CCA APPROACH
FOR COLOMBIA DATA

Finally, a few externa! macrofinancial variables are assumed to affect bank credit risk.
The VIX (the Chicago Board Options Exchange
Volatility lndex) is used as a proxy for risk volatility, risk aversion, and the required premia
to bea r risk. An increase in the VIX is thus expected to cause EDFS to rise. The S&P500 is
the broad U.S. market index. lncreases in the
S&P500 index are expected to lead investors
to migrate from emerging equity markets to
U.S. equity markets. This would have a negative impact on the loca l equity market, causing an increase in banks ' EDF. lncreases in the
the U.S. Federal Funds Rate would be associated with exchange rate depreciation, which ,
as mentioned above, would lead to a deterioration of banks' EDFS. For commodity prices,
we use an index which includes both fuel and
non-fuel price export products. An increase
in this index would be associated with higher
exports by Colombia andan improved macro-

Available market-based EDF estimates for
Colombia cover about half of the banking
system over a relatively short time period.
Moody's-KMV estimates of EDFS are available for
five banks (two domesti cally-owned institutions
and three foreign subsidiaries), which as of
mid-2008 accounted for about 55 percent of
total banking system assets and liabilities. The
data series starts in the fourth quarter of 2003.
While data on EDFS are available on a monthly
(and even daily) frequency, this paper uses a
quarterly series, given that information for key
macroeconomic variables affecting bank risk
are available only on a quarterly basis.

Estimated EDFS are highly correlated with
traditional measures of bank risk. The market-based EDF data show a decline in bank risk
through the first quarter of 2006, and a subsequent upward movement of risk. These trends
are strongly correlated with the evolution of
the banking system's non-performing loan ratio
over the sample period.
Graph 5. ESTIMATED EDFS ANO BANK RISK
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is consistent with the ccA framework, in which

MAIN RESULTS

a higher equity/capital would result in an im-

Stepwise regressions reveal that economic
activity and financia! market conditions have
an important impact on EDFS, but with significant differences across banks. ms stepwise

proved credit risk profile for banks. For one
bank, an increase in risk aversion (as measured
by the VIX index) is associated with a decrease
in the KMV EDF. This would be consistent with the

regressions were ran over time series for indi-

view that, as the degree of risk aversion increas-

vidual banks and a set of macrofinancial vari-

es, investors would shift their investment posi-

ables (Table 1 ). We started with the full set of

tions away from Colombia and into safer assets.

variables and allowed the regressions to extract
the variables for which the covariate coefficient
were found to be significant at the 1 O percent
leve! or greater. The optimal model specification differed across banks (Table 2). Among the
most salient results are the following:
• An increase in the Colombian stock market
index (IGBC) is associated with a decrease in the
individual KMV EDF for two of the five banks. This

• For another bank, real GDP growth is associated with an improvement in the KMV EDF, reflecting the impact of real sector 'good periods'
into the financia! sector.
• The differences in the optimal specification
are surprising. The fit of the equations is good,
even though the same variable is rarely significant across different banks. These results mirror
those of Gray and Walsh (2008) .

Table 2. VARIABLES USED IN REGRESSIONS
Dependent Variable:

Bank KMV EDF
System KMV EDF
Covariates:
Bank Specific

Bank System

Macrofin Domestic

Macrofin Foreign

- Bank Cred. Growth
- Bank NPL

- Syst. Cred. Growth
- System NPL

-I GBC
- FX Rate
- Dom. lnt. Rate
- CPI lnflation
- Unemp. Rate
- Real GDP growth
- EMBI Spread

- ViX

- S&P 500
- Comm. Prices
- US Federal Rate

Source: Authors· e/aboration.

A stepwise regression for the aggregate banking system also underscores these macro-financia! linkages (Table 3). The results suggest
that the Moody's-KMv EDF indicator would improve (decrease) if: (i) real GDP growth increases;
(ii) the Colombian stock market increases (re92
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vealing an increase in equity/capital); (iii) credit
growth increases (potentially associated with the
higher returns that banks can reap from these
loans) 6 ; and (iv) the U .S. S&PSOO index decreases (in which case investors may look for better
returns in other markets such as Colombia).

Table 3. STEPWISE REGRESSIONS FOR INDIVIDUAL BANKS
Bank 1
VIX

Bank 2

Bank 3

Bank 4

0.002 ••

IGBC

-0.004

FX Rate

0.009

•••
••

-0.002 ••

-0.046 ••

Real GDP Growth

-0.132 •

Bank NPL
Domestic lnt. Rate

9.636

US Federal Rate

0.081

R-Squ are
F-Stat

Bank 5

31. 2%
6.8 1

••
•
68.6%

33 .4%

••

3.S1

-0.181

•

1S.32 •••

37.8%
4.2S **

•••

SS.O%
8.S4 •••

Note: •••, ••, • indicate th at th e regression coefficients are statistica lly different tha n ze ro at th e 1%, S%, and 10% signi ficance levels
respecti vely.
So urce: Authors ' estima tes.

Table 4. STEPWISE REGRESSION FOR THE BANKING SYSTEM

Panel regressions reveal similar results. In

timator. Th e results (Table 4) show that: (i ) an
increase in the Colombian stock market index is
associated w ith a decrease in EDFS, as predicted
by the underlying fra mework; (ii) an increase in
NPLS is also associated with a decrease in EDFS,
consistent w ith the result found for credit growth
in the stepwise regression for the aggregate baking system; and, finally, (i ii) an increase in the interest rate is contemporaneously associated with
an increase in EDFS. lt is important to clarify that
the interest rate used was the U.S. interest rate
for the 3-month T-bill (proxy for the "risk-free"
asset) plus the EMBI spread. Thus, an increase in
this interest rate is consistent with a expected
deterioration in the banks' EDFS.

order to use all avai lable market-based information for Colombian banks, we ran a linear
dynamic panel-data model with fixed effects,
based on the Arellano and Bond (1991) GMM es-

Causality tests reveal that the system EDF is a
leading indicator of the system NPL ratio, with

Bank System
Real GDP Growth
System Credit growth

-0.009 ••
-0.002 •

(LC)
IGBC
S&P 500
R-Square
F-Stat

-0.003 •••
0.00 7
82.9%
14.SS •••

Note: •••, ••, • indicate th at the regression coeffi cie nts are statistica lly different than zero at the 1%, S%, and 1 O% significa nce
levels respectively.
Sou rce: Authors' estimates.

6

There are two co unterbalancing forces at play here. On one side, an increase in credit growth is usually associated w ith an increase in
NPLs, w hich wou ld reduce banks' capital and deteri orate th e credit ri sk ind icator. On th e oth er side, th ese loa ns also ea rn a substantial
rate of return that may more than co mpensate for the NPL-related losses (a nd increase in provision in g). That seems to be the case in
Colombia, which wo uld also be consistent with th e vi ew that banks have co ntinued to pursue an aggressive policy of credit extension
durin g most of th e sarnp le period.
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a one-quarter lag. Granger causality tests fail to

Table 6. RESULTS FOR GRANGER CAUSALITY

reject the hypothesis that the system EDF cannot
explain the system NPL at the one percent confidence leveF. At the same time, the tests indicate
that the NPL ratio does not explain future movements in the EDF. These results suggest that the
system EDF provides useful information beyond
what is contained in the NPL ratio and can thus
be useful in early warning systems.

TESTS

Table 5. DYNAMIC PANEL RESULTS
Bank EDF
Bank EDF (lagl)

0.185 •••

Domestic lnt. Rate

1.670 •••

IGBC

-0.002 •••

Bank NPL

-0.015 •••

Note: * **, **, * indi cate that th e regression coeffi cients are statisti ca lly different than zero at th e 1%, S%, and 1O% sign ifi ca nce
leve ls, respectively.
Sou rce : Authors' estimates.

E. CONCLUDING REMARKS

Contingent claims analysis can be a useful
tool to assess risk in the Colombian financia!
sector. When compared to traditional measures of bank risk, EDF estimates capture well developments in banking system over the period
for which EDF market-based data are available.
lmportantly, Granger causality analysis shows
that the EDFS are a leading indicator of traditional measures of bank risk. Given the availability of EDF estimates on a high frequency, ccA
could thus be a helpful tool in improving the
monitoring of the financia! system's health.

7

Excluded

Chi-Square

System EDF

System NPL

"16 .36

System NPL

System EDF

3.53

Equation

So urce: Authors ' estimates.

Empirical estimates show that macroeconomic and financia! shocks have an
important bearing on banking sector vulnerabilities. Econometri c results show that a
positive shock to economic growth redu ces
risk for the banking system as a whole. lnterest
rate increases and downward movements in
the domestic stock market are associated with
a ri se in bank risk. Results for individual banks
vary widely, reflecting the heterogeneity of the
Colombian banking sector. However, financia! institutions in general show vulnerability
to changes in key domestic macroeco nomic
variables, as well as to changes in domestic
and international financia! market conditions.
These results are consistent with findings for
other Latin American countries in studies using CCA.

There is scope to improve and extend the application of the current analysis of the Colombian banking system. The quality of the
estimates for the relationship between macroeconomic and financia! market variables,
and banking sector risk could be strengthened
through the use of longer time series. This
could be done by using higher frequency data,

This resu lt holds even when we excl ude the observations for 2004, a period when the system EDF cl ea rly seems to ca use the system
NPL.
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which are readily available for all variables included in the various models, except for economic growth . The latter could, however, be
proxied by combined forward-looking indicators of economic activity currently produced
on a monthly basis in Colombia (e.g., indus-

8

trial production, retail sales, etc.) 8 . Another approach could be to use principal component
analysis to summarize the impact on bank risk
of changes in diverse macrofinancial variables,
building, for example, on work done for Chile
by Gray and Walsh (2008).

Principal co mponent analys is could be used to produce a leading indicator of econ omi c activi ty that in co rporates existing indicators.
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